Extracting comprehensible patterns from Venezuelan Assets by means of annotated Traffic Light Pannel
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Abstract. In this work the relationship between Venezuelan assets and the general Index of the Venezuelan Stock Exchange is analyzed by means of data mining methods. In particular, clustering followed by the Traffic Lights Panel visualization of cluster prototypes is used to understand the meaning of the discovered patterns. Also, associations between Venezuelan index and Dow Johnes (NY) or BOVESPA (Brazil) show the association with international context. The work confirms a well-known fact, that is the self-behaviour or Venezuelan stock market, often disconnected from international behaviour. Also, intrinsic uncertainty associated with the class prototypes is introduced into the visualization through annotated-TLP and more reliable or stable patterns can be distinguished from more variable, or volatile.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) provides a framework to support analysis and decision-making regarding complex phenomena [4]. Mining of financial data is currently being used to complement classical financial modelling [14], [13] which has shown poor performance in some complex phenomena, like Venezuelan Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Caracas) [2] [5] [11]. One of the most popular KDD methods is Clustering [12]. Thus, in this paper, clustering techniques are used to find patterns on financial data related to assets of Venezuelan Stock Exchange, which is a particularly complex market due to the governmental interventions, among others.

However, often there is a gap between the raw data mining results and a real comprehension from the end-user point of view that might decrease the power of data mining to support complex decisions [9]. In the context of clustering, postprocessing techniques might contribute to bridge this gap. In this work, the use of Traffic Light Pannel [6] and some extensions is proposed to provide understandability of the financial discovered profiles.

2. Case Study and previous work

This work is a collaboration between Bolsa de Valores de Caracas (Venezuela), Universidad de los Andes (Venezuela) and Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya-BarcelonaTech (Spain).

As said before, hierarchical clustering is applied to find patterns on data provided by Bolsa de Valores de Caracas. The data refers the weekly variations in the price of 4 financial assets from Venezuela Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Caracas) considered relevant for the Venezuelan index (IGBC) and the two major indexes related to this market (Dow Jones-USA and BOVESPA-Brazil). Collected data corresponds to the period from January 1998 to April 2008. Multivariate patterns describing the relationships among the Venezuelan assets and both the internal and international indexes have been found, and, as usual in hierarchical clustering, the number of classes can be determined a posteriori, by optimizing the Calinski-Harabaz index [1]. A clustering in 5 classes was found.

3. Understanding patterns by means of post-processing

Performing a clustering over a set of data requires an important process of understanding the underlying genesis of the clusters to be able to find the
right decision/action to be associated to every cluster. Till now, only few works can be found addressing these issues.

The Traffic Light Panel (TLP), introduced by Gibert [8], is a symbolic postprocessing of clustering oriented to help the expert to better understand the clusters and to identify domain concepts referred to the discovered classes. TLP was conceived to support the cluster’s conceptualization, as a first bridge between clustering and effective decision-making. TLP proved to be extremely useful and well-accepted by domain experts in real applications from several domains, like mental health [8], health policy [10], water management [6], tourism or financial assets. In [3], TLP proved as a reliable goodness-of-clustering indicator.

The resulting TLP shows 5 clear patterns giving a realistic picture of the behaviour of the Venezuelan stock market (Fig 1). The patterns are directly understood by the experts, just looking at the TLP, as the color-coding is highly symbolic and do not requires extra explanation for non-technical users. A set of independent experts validated the results.

However, the TLP is giving a prototypical description of the patterns, which might be perturbed by some deviation of individual objects around those patterns (in this case, this means that the uptrend of BOVESPA index for some particular day of pattern c357 might be higher or slightly lower and it is not always exactly the same). The homogeneity of the pattern is not represented in the TLP as it was conceived in [8]. Thus, the annotated TLP (a-TLP) was introduced in [7] moving to a 9 colours scale, where desaturation of the three basic colors was associated to the impurity of the pattern itself, in that case, measured as the variation coefficient (VC) of each variable inside the classes. In this work impurity is measured as the quotient between interquartile range and the median (named P), as an equivalent robust version of VC. Thus, figure 2 shows the enrichment of the original TLP with the information about which cells are more reliable in the patterns, according to their purity. Upon
Figure 2: a-TLP introducing information about the purity of the patterns.

this new visualization one can learn what is really reliable in pattern c359 is that CANTV and BOVESPA keep in down trend, and in general, most of the assets and indexes behave around downtrend, whereas for some days, DJIA, MVZB and BVP might follow quite different situations. Similarly, pattern c357 shows as most reliable the stability of CANTV, EDC, MVZB and IGBC, whereas BVP might show more variability, DJIA might be even unstable and BOVESPA moves around uptrend but with some heterogeneity. This kind of information is refining the one provided by the original TLP by informing the user how homogeneous is the pattern itself and giving the user a more complete picture about how risky might be the decisions made upon a certain pattern.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this work Clustering is used to find patterns in the Venezuelan Stock market describing the relationships between some assets and the general Venezuelan index, as well as some international indexes supposed to be relevant for the Venezuelan market. Post-processing techniques are used to understand the patterns proposed in the clustering process. The TLP is providing a symbolic view of the general trend of every asset and index for every pattern. The TLP is visualizing the prototypical behaviour of each class. In this work an enrichment of the original TLP, named annotated-TLP is introducing into the picture information about the homogeneity of the pattern by dessaturating the basic color of each cell according to a measure of variability. In this case, a ratio between interquartile range and the median is used as a robust measure of purity. The patterns identify both most frequent and most particular situations and provides a good insight on the behavior of the Venezuelan stock market where, the national index IGBC frequently evolves independently from Brazil and NY (all clusters except c359, the smallest one), and some internal assets can have less influence than expected to the national index (BPV). This
is part of the know-how of specialized financial experts in Venezuela, and presumably, one of the reasons why the classical financial models perform poorly for this particular market.

Currently, temporal relationships among the discovered patterns are modelled to provide a qualitative framework to describe the dynamics of the process.
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